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Even though the invention of the photography led to new scientific achievements and development of the industrial world, photography also became a part of day-to-day life and an art movement. One of the people behind photography as art was Alfred Stieglitz, an American photographer and a promoter for modern art.
A History of Photography Part 1: The Beginning
A brief history of photography timeline is all about the discussion on the photography history from the ancient age to the modern age, Obscura to dslr, anaglog to digital and Nicéphore Niépce to Alfred Stieglitz.
A Brief History of Photography-The Photography Timeline
Nicéphore Niépce and Daguerre. The first photographic process -heliography -was invented around 1824 by Nicéphore Niépce. Images were obtained with bitumen of Judea spread on a silver plate after an exposure time of several days. In 1829, Niépce associated Louis Jacques Mandé Daguerre to his research.
The History of Photography -Nicephore Niepce House Photo ... Photography, as we know it today, began in the late 1830s in France. Joseph Nicéphore Niépce used a portable camera obscura to expose a pewter plate coated with bitumen to light. This is the first recorded image that did not fade quickly.
A Brief History of Photography and the Camera
The Palo Alto Historical Association Photograph Collection contains photographs of Palo Alto and neighboring cities, dating from 1870. Of the more than 15,000 photographs, over 13,000 are currently available online in our Photograph Collection.
Palo Alto Historical Association
The best first resource for collectors and historians, providing information and articles on antique cameras, vintage classic cameras, and the history of photography, as well as appraisals, sales services, and public outreach programs.
